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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we investigate the solvability and the representation fthe solutions of the equation ax 2 + 
by 2 = ck n . We extend and improve many known results. In particular, we completely solve the equation 
(a -t- 1)x 2 + (3a :F 1) = 4a n, 2{n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a and b be coprime integers, D = ab and let k ~> 2 be an integer coprime with 
D. Let ~. 6 {1, 21/2, 2} be such that ~. = 2 i lk  is even. Diophantine quations of the 
type 
(1) ax  2 + b = )~2 kn , x >1 1, n ~/1 ,  
have been considered by several authors. Usually Eq. (1) is called the generalized 
Ramanujan-Nagell equation. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that a, b, c and k are rational integers with 
gcd(a, b) = gcd(ab, ck) = 1. We write a = ala~, b = blb~ with aabl square-free 
and a2, b2 positive. 
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It is naturalto investig~ethe solvability andthe representation fthe solutions 
ofDiophantine equ~ions ofthe shape 
(2) ax 2 + by 2 = ck n, gcd(ax, by) = 1, 
in positive integers x, y and n. Some special results on Eq. (2) have been obtained 
by Le [8]. However, some of the information in Le's papers is ambiguous and 
misleading, part of which has been corrected in Heuberger and Le [6], and some is 
incorrect (see Leu and Li [14]). Some general results appeared in the author's paper 
[20]. 
The arrangement of the present paper is as follows. In Section 2 we first present 
the technical Lemma 2.1, which is essential for proving Theorem 3.1, one of the 
main theorems of this paper. Then we use the fundamental theorem on abelian 
groups to get the technical Lemma 2.3. Finally, from this lemma, we obtain in 
Theorem 2.1 a lower bound for H such that for any integers u and v there are 
rational integers ul, va satisfying the ideal equation 
(. + v )H = (Ul+ 
in the ring of the algebraic integers of the field Q(~) .  
Using Theorem 2.1 and some known results on the class numbers of binary 
quadratic forms, we proceed as in the author's paper [20] to derive a new general 
result in Theorem 3.1 of Section 3. We present three applications of Theorems 2.1 
and 3.1: in Corollary 3.1 we improve upon Lemma 1 of Bugeaud and Shorey 
[4], Corollary 3.2 is an extension of Bilu's related result [1], while Theorem 3.2 
concerns the Diophantine quation 
(3) ax 2 + b 2m-1 = 4c p, 
which was previously considered by Le [11], Mignotte [16], Bugeaud [3] and 
Bilu [1]. Le's result (and afortiori Bugeaud's result) are false in the form they are 
formulated as has been pointed out by Bilu [1]. 
Using Theorem 3.1 we apply a similar argument as in the author's paper [22] 
to derive Theorem 4.1, a result concerning the multiplicity of Lucas numbers and 
Lehmer numbers. Theorem 4.1 greatly extends and improves upon the correspond- 
ing result of Le [8]. In Theorem 4.2 we prove that the Diophantine quation 
(4) (a4-1)x2 +(3a  qz l )=4a  n, 2~n 
where a ~> 3 is a given integer, has no solution with n > 3 (the case a = 2 has 
been solved by Nagell [17]). As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 we 
prove a result on the Goormaghtigh equation which asks for the integer solutions 
(x, y, m, n) of the Diophantine quation 
(5) 
X m - -  1 yn  __ 1 
x-1  y -1  ' 
m>l ,  n>l ,  mn>4.  
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We prove that Eq. (5) subject o m = 3, n > 3 and 2 ~ n admits only the solutions 
(x,y,n) = (5,2,5), (90,2, 13) and ( -7 , -2 ,7 ) .  In Corollary 4.1 we prove that 
Eq. (5) with m = 3, n > 3 and gcd(x, y) = 1 or y I x has the same set of solutions. 
Corollary 4.1 implies the main result of the author [22], while Corollary 4.2 
contains the main result of Le [11]. Moreover, the proof given here is quite 
elementary and does not use the deep result of Bilu, Hanrot and Voutier [2]. Instead 
we use a result of the author [21] which gives an upper bound for the multiplicity of 
Lehmer numbers. For further eferences on Eq. (5) we refer to Shorey and Tijdeman 
[18], Yuan [22] and the references given there. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we state Lemma 2.1 which is of crucial importance for proving 
the main theorem in Section 3. Then, using the fundamental theorem on abelian 
groups, we derive the technical Lemma 2.3. By using this lemma and investigating 
the structure of some abelian groups we partly answer the following problem, which 
is essential for studying the divisibility properties of class numbers. 
Problem 2.1. (a) What is the least positive integer H such that for any integers u
and v, there exist rational integers Ul, Vl such that the ideal equality 
( .  + v = (ul + 
holds in the ring of the algebraic integers of the field Q ( ~ ) ?  
(b) What is the least positive integer H such that for any integers u and v with 
u = v (mod2) when albl = 3 (rood4) there exist rational integers ul, vl with Ul -= 
vl (mod2) such that the ideal equality 
(U-] -v~)H~ (Ul-~-U12~) 
holds? 
Let e be the fundamental unit of the field Q ( ~  ). Then the above problems 
are equivalent to finding the least positive integer H such that for any integers u and 
v, there are rational integers i, Ul, Vl, satisfying 
and such that for any integers u and v with u -- v (mod2) when albl - 3 (mod4), 
there are rational integers i, Ul, Vl satisfying 
2 , Ul-- Vl (mod2), 
respectively. 
We start with the following technical lemma. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let xo, x, Yo, Y, u, v be rational integers with gcd(ax0, byo) = 1 or 
gcd(ax, by) = 1. 
(a) [ fax  + y~/S -~ = (axo + yo~/-Z-~ )(u + v ~  ), then a2b2 I v. 
(b) I f2  ~ abxyxoYouv and 
(6) ax+y~/-Z-~2 -- (ax°+Y°~/Z-~) (  u + v ~  2 ' 
then a2b2 I v. 
ax+y -~/~h-b (ax°+Y~ -~/~db)(u + v ~  ), then a2b2 [ v. (c) I f  2 -- 
(d) i f ax+y -~S~ _ (axo q_ yo~/ /~-~ ) u+v -~2 , then azb2 [ u. 
Proof. We prove only (b). The proof of (a), (c) and (d) follow in a similar way. 
From (6), we get 
(7) 2ax=axou - ala2blb2Yov, 2a2b2y=axov+a2b2You. 
By (7) and the condition of (b) it is easy to verify that gcd(axo, byo) = 1 when 
gcd(ax, by) = 1. Hence we always have gcd(ax0, byo) = 1. By the first equality of 
(7) we have a I alazbabzyov, and so a2 I v. By the second one we have b2 1 axov, 
and so b2 I v. Therefore a2b2 [ v, which proves the lemma. [] 
Lemma 2.2. (Fundamental theorem on abelian groups). In each abelian group 
G o f  order m (> 1) there are certain elements gl . . . . .  gr with orders ml . . . . .  mr 
respectively, satisfying mi I mi+l for  i = 1 . . . . .  r - 1 and m = mlm2. . .mr ,  such 
that each element o f  G can be written in exactly one way in the form 
Xl x2 g ---- g~ g2 " " gXr 
where the integers xi run through a complete system o f  residues modulo m i 
independently o f  one another. The numbers ml . . . . .  mr are uniquely determined 
byG.  
The elements ml . . . . .  mr are called the invariant factors of G. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be an abelian group o f  order m and let ml, m 2 . . . . .  m r be its 
invariant factors with mi [ mi+l for  i = 1 . . . . .  r -- 1. Suppose that ot is an element 
o f  order o9. Put oJ = co / (mr-1, co). Then for  any element a ~ G, there is an integer i 
satisfying 
a mr/c°~ "Ot i ~ e, 
where e is the identity element o f  G. 
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Proof. By the fundamental theorem on abelian groups, there exist certain elements 
gl . . . . .  gr with orders ml . . . . .  mr, respectively, such that each element a 6 G can 
be obtained in exactly one way in the form 
_a l  _a2  a = gl g2 " " " gar, 
where the rational integers ai are uniquely determined mod mi. Let 
ot = gbl gb2 . . . g brr ' 
where the rational integers bi are uniquely determined mod mi. Since oe is an 
COmr_ 1 element of  order co, we have co I mr. It follows that [mr- l ,  co] = (cO,mr_i) [mr, and 
SO mr-1  I mr armr/cot 7"  Therefore amr~co' = gr is an element of  order dividing cM. 
I f  co I mr- l ,  then co/(co, mr-~) = 1. Take i = 0 and we are done. 
I f  co ~ mr- l ,  then by otco = e we have mi I bico (i = 1 . . . . .  r). From mi [ mi+l for 
i = 1 . . . . .  r -- 1 it follows that ol (°)'mr-I) = g br(w'mr-1). By the definition of  co the 
order of  the element ot (co,m~-l) = g br(co'mr-1) equals co' and so there exists an integer 
j with 0 ~< j < co' satisfying 
amr/wl = g] br(co'mr-1) = olJ(w,mr-1). 
Taking i = - j ( co , mr - l )  (modco), we have 
a mr~c°1 •ol i ~ e. [] 
To solve Problem 2.1, we introduce the following notation. 
Let p be a prime, l a positive integer. I f -a lb l  ~ 5 (mod8), put 
(8) S j={x+y -~ l~ lx ,  y~g/p lZ ,  gcd(x2+y2a lb l ,p )= l} .  
I f -a lb l  --- 1 (mod4), put 
{ ~ p l~,  (x2 - t -Y__~a lb l )}  
S ' j=  x+y , x, y rZ /  x=y(mod2) ,  ,p  =1 . 
We use Set instead of  S' since S t = pl pl S j  for odd prime p and S'21 is no longer 
a group with respect to the multiplication operation modulo 2 l when -a~bl  - 
1 (roodS). 
Define a relation --~ on Sfl by x + y ~  ~ Xl + Y 1 ~  if there is an 
integer s such that gcd(s, p) = 1 and x + y ~  - s(xl + yl ~ ) (modpl).  
It is easy to verify that ~ is an equivalence relation and Hpl := S j /~ is an abelian 
group with respect o the multiplicative operation modulo pl. We first compute 
I nptl for odd primes p. 
(1) I f (@)  = -1 ,  then x 2 +y2alb l  =- 0 (mod p) if and only i fx - y =- 0 (modp).  
F 
It follows that ISpzl = p2t-2(p2 _ 1). Observe that the number ors with (s, p) = 
1 is p l - l (p  _ 1), and so Inptl = ISpt l /p l - l (p - 1) = pZ-l(p + 1). 
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(2) If  (~)  = 0, then X 2 -t- y2albl -- 0 (modp) if and only i fx  -= 0 (modp). It 
follows that I Spt] = p21-1 (p _ 1), and so I Hpll = [Spl r/p l -1(p - 1) = pl. 
(3) I f  (z2_~) = 1, then x 2 + yzalb l  =- 0 (modp) if and only i fx  ~- y = 0 (modp) 
F 
or x /y  - u , -u  (modp), where u 2 --- -a lb l  (modp). It follows that ISpl[ = 
p21 _ p21-2 _ 2p21-2(p _ 1) = pZl-2(p _ 1)2, and so IHptl = ISg l /p i - l (p  - 
1) = pl-~ (p _ 1). 
Next, we discuss the group structure of Hpt for odd primes p. 
(1) If  (~)  = -1 ,  then x 2 + albl  (modp) is an irreducible polynomial, and 
so {x + y ~ ]  x, y 6 Z/pZ} is a finite field of order p2 with respect o 
the addition and multiplication operations modulo p, and its multiplicative group 
is a cyclic group of order p2 _ 1. Note that, for any x, y E Z /pZ ,  we have 
(x -b yv~-~- )  p+I -~ x 2 + yzalbl  (modp). It follows that (x0 + yo~/ -Zh-~)  p+a = 
g (modp) for any generator x0 + y 0 ~  of the cyclic group, where g is a 
primitive root modulo p, and (x0 + yo~/ 'a lb l  )n = u + v ~ ,  v ~ 0 (modp) 
for any n < p + 1. Since 1 + p ~  represents an element of Hp~ with order 
p1-1, we have that Hpl is a cyclic group of order p l - l (p  + 1). 
(2) I fp  ] albl ,  then 1 + ~ is an element of  Hpl with order pl when p ¢ 3, 
and when p = 3 and 3 ~ albl  (mod9). Hence Hpl is a cyclic group of order pl 
in this case. I f3  [ a262 and 3 - albl  (mod9), then 1 + 3 ~  is an element of 
order 3 I-1 and every element u + v ~  ~ Sy is of order dividing 3/-1. Hence 
Hpt ~ Z/3t - IZ  ~ Z/3g. 
(3) I f  ( -~)  = 1, then x 2 --- -a lb l  (modp) is solvable. Let r be an integer 
with r 2 ~ -a lba  (modp), g a primitive root modulo p. Put u -- g+---!1 (modp), 
v - @ (modp), Un + Vn -q'Z-h--~l = (u + v -~-Zh--~) ". Since r 2 ~ -a lb l  (modp), 
we have un + rv,  - (u + rv)" (mod p), and u, - rVn - (u - rv) n (rood p). It follows 
that 
(u + rv) n - (u - rv) n gn _ 1 
Vn =- =- - -  (modp). 
2r 2r 
Since g is a primitive root modulo p, so v,z - 0 (rood p) if and only if n --= 
0 (mod p - 1). Hence Hpl contains an element of order p - 1. Since 1 + p ~ is 
an element of order pt-1, we see that Hpl is a cyclic group with order pt - l (p  _ 1). 
(4) Similarly, for the case p = 2 we have 
(i) i f2 [ alba, then//21 is a cyclic group of order 2 l with generator 1+ ~ ;  
(ii) if 2J(a~bl, then IH2l[ = 2 l and HzZ contains the elements 2 + ~ and 
1 + 2v/zh-]-b-~ of order 21-1, and none of them is a power of another. Hence 
H2t -~ Z /2 I -1z  • Z/2Z. 
(5) I f  -a lb l  = 5 (rood8) and p is an odd prime, then S'pt = Spl. I fp  = 2, then 
[S'2~/~I = 3 • 2 l-1 and S'2l contains an element 1 + 2 ~  of order 2 l-1. By 
Sylow's theorem, H2l is a cyclic group of order 3 -2 t-~ .
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(6) Suppose -a lbl  ~ 5 (mod8). Put 
Sa2b2 ~- {X -~- y --~/7~1~1 (X 2+ y2albl, a2b2) = 1, x, y e Z/plZ]. 
Define a relation ~ on the set  Sa2b 2 by xl + y 2 ~  ~ x2 -}" Y2"~-~ 
if there is an integer s such that (s, a2b2) = 1 and xa + Y l ~  ~ s(x2 q- 
y2~/-albl ) (modazb2). It is easy to verify that ~-- is an equivalence relation and 
mazb2 "= Sa2b2/"~ is an abelian group with respect o the multiplication operation 
modulo a2b2. Furthermore, 
(9) Ha2b2 ~ ~ H l i . 
Pi 
pl i I la2b2 
The isomorphism map is ~(x q - y ~  ) = (~l (X  + y ~ )  . . . . .  7rr(X + 
ll It y ~  )), where azb2 = Pl "'" Pt and 7*i, i = 1 . . . . .  t, is the identity map, which 
views x + yv~--dlbl as an element of H) .  Indeed, by the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem, we know that (x 2 + albly 2, a2b2) = 1 if and only if 
(x2+albly2, p l i )= l  for i = 1 . . . . .  t, 
and 7* is an isomorphism. Therefore, by the definition of invariant factors and the 
structure of H i / ,  we can compute the invariant factors ml . . . . .  mr of the abelian 
group Ha262- 
(7) I f  -aabl ~ 5 (rood8) and 2 1 a2b2, then we consider the set 
S t [ x q - Y ~  (X2q-y2a lb l  , "~ 
a2b2 = 2 ~ ,a2o2) = 1, x, y G •/a2b27Z, 
x = y (rood 2) }, 
As above, we can compute the invariant factors ml . . . . .  mr of the abelian group 
S;2b2 ".-.~ Sla2b2/~. 
Let ml . . . .  , mr be the invariant factors of the abelian group nfl2b 2or  Ha2b2. Since 
/ log gab " ealbl is an element of the abelian group Ha2b2 or  Ha2b2 of order log--7~lbl, wnere Cab 
and ealbl are the fundamental solutions of the Pell equations x 2 +aby 2 = 1 and X 2 q- 
albly 2 = 1, respectively, by Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3 and the above discussions, we 
obtain the following partial answer to Problem 2.1. In the sequel we put M(a2b2) = 
mr. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Cab and ealbl be the fundamental solutions of the Pell equations 
x 2 +aby 2 = I and x e +albly 2 = 1, respectively, and let ml . . . . .  mr be the invariant 
factors of the abelian group Oazb2 or Ol2b 2. 
(i) I f  albl > O, then the least integer H in Problem 2.1 divides M(a2b2). 
co log Cab (ii) I f  albl < O, then H divides M(a2b2) where co I = gcd(a~r_l) gO . . . .  
l°gealb 1 
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We give two examples to explain our results. 
Example 2.1. Let albl  = -6 ,  a2b2 = 23. 32.7 = 504. By the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
H23 and H7 are two cyclic groups of orders 8 and 6, respectively, and $32 ~ Z/3Z 
Z/3Z since 3 = -6  (mod9). Hence the invariants factors of the abelian group//5o4 
are ml = 3, m2 = 6, m3 = 24. Notice that 5 + 2~/-6 is the fundamental unit of 
Q(~) .  It is an element of order 12 in/45o4. Hence co = 12, and so co' = 2. An easy 
computation shows that the invariant factors of the quotient group//5o4/(5 + 2~/-6) 
are 6, 6, whence H = 6 < 12 = mr/M.  
Example  2 .2 .  Let aibl  = -6  and a2b2 = 63. Then ml = m2 = 3, m3 = 6, co = 
6, co' = 2 and H = 3 = mr/co'. 
3. THE SOLVABILITY AND THE REPRESENTATION 
In this section, we will investigate the solvability and the representation f the 
solutions of Eq. (2) and so extend the result of the author [20]. 
We use the notation of Section 1. Further, we may assume that Eq. (2) has a 
solution (x, y, n) with n ~> 3. Otherwise, Eq. (2) reduces to ax 2 q- by 2 = M with 
given M, which has been treated by Hua [7]. Observe that if 41 ck and Eq. (2) 
is solvable, then -a lb l  ~ 1 (mod4). Let k 2~0pll dr . . . . Pr , c = 2/bql~l ""qs & be 
the prime factorizations of k and c, where or0 and r0 are non-negative integers, 
e~i (i = 1 . . . . .  r), fij ( j  = 1 . . . . .  s) are positive integers, and let (~) denote the 
Kronecker symbol. Let N be the least positive integer n such that (2) is solvable. 
Then Eq. (2) can be written as 
ax 2 + by 2 = ck N . kn-N = clk n' 
with fl~ = Nao + flo ~> 2. Hence, for the sake of simplicity and without loss of 
generality, we assume that flo >~ 2 whenever 4 ] ck. 
Let N = Q ( ~  ), and OK be the ring of algebraic integers oflK. I fa rational 
prime q splits in OK, we let (q) = q~l, where q is a prime ideal of OK and ~ denotes 
the conjugate ideal of q, and let ~ be q or q- 
If Eq. (2) is solvable and 2 does not split in OK, then -ab  7~ 1 (mod 8) and 
ck n ~ 0 (rood 8) for all n, and by (2) we get flo ~< 2 and olo = 0. If/3o = 1, then 
-a lb l  -= 3 (rood4) by (2), and so 2 ramifies in OK, say 2 = A 2, where A2 is a prime 
ideal of OK; if rio = 2, then -a lb l  = 5 (mod8), and so 2 remains prime in OK. Let 
9.1 = (a, ~ )  and 912 an ideal such that 
(1) ifflo =0 oto =0,  
9A~ = (2) if flo = 1 and oto = 0, 
(4) if flo/> 2 or cxo > 0. 
Put 
{c/2 ~o ifflo~<2, 
Co= c /4  otherwise. 
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On the other hand, if Eq. (2) is solvable and 2 splits in OK, then ab ---- 7 (mod 8). 
Let Po = qo be a prime ideal of OK with (2) = po13o = qoqo. 
With the above notation, we have 
Theorem 3.1. The following pair of  conditions is necessary and sufficient for the 
solvability of  Eq. (2): 
( i )  ( -ab ) = (-ab) = 1 for i = 1 . . . .  r and j = 1, . s. 
Pi q j  ' "" ' 
(ii) Pi (i = 1 . . . . .  r) and qj ( j  = 1 . . . . .  s) split in OK and we can choose Po = gto, 
Pi (i = 1 . . . . .  r) and flj (J = 1 . . . . .  s) with Pi = q j  when Pi = qj for some 
i 6 {1 . . . . .  r}, j 6 {1 . . . . .  s} such that 
where 
and 
(ax + y~/Z-a-b) = ~9.12C.~J3. n, gcd(ax, by) = 1 
{ ft~ 1.. .  ft~s s i f  rio <. 2, 
C. = :¢~o-2:& • ~s s otherwise q0 q l  "" 
^or ,~ctt 
]31 " ' "  ~'t i f  Or 0 = O, 
~r  -~- ^Or 0 ^Or 1 ^ Po Pa ""P l  t otherwise. 
Let ~ ~ {0, 1}. Let H be the least positive integer such that 
~H = (Xl + Y l ~  
2 ~ ] '  
where xl and yl are integers with gcd(xl, yl) [ 2 ~ and xl - yl (mod 2~). I f  no is the 
least positive integer satisfying 
(axo + yoC'-C-~) = 9.19.12C.~n. °, gcd(axo, byo) = 1, 
we say that solution (xo, yo, no) 
solutions (x(m), y(m), n) of  (2) 
expressed by 
(10) n=no+mt,  
ax(m) + y(m)~/-Z-d-b 
2 ~ 
belongs to the ideal class (C., q3.). Then, all 
belonging to the ideal class (C., q3.) can be 
axo + Yo~'Z-d-6 ( X l W Yl q/-~--~ ) m 
2~ • 2~ e, 
where e = (u + v~/-Z-~ )/2 ~ with u and v are integers uch that U 2 + abv 2 =4 8. 
Proof. By (2) 
(ax) 2 + aby 2 = ack n. 
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I f  (x, y, n) is the solution of  (2) with gcd(ax, by) = 1, then pi ~ albl, qj ~ albl and 
(-ab) = (-ab) = 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  r and j = 1 . . . .  s. It follows that Pi and qj split 
Pi qj 
in OK. 
We divide the remaining proof of  the theorem into two cases. 
Case (A): If/30 ~< 2 and oe0 = 0, then ck n 7~ 0 (mod8) for all n. By (2) we get 
(11) (ax + yx/Z-~)(ax - y~-L -~) :ackn .  
One easily verifies that 
gcd((ax + y~/ -Z-~) , (ax-  y~/Z-~) )= (a, ~/-Z-~)9.12 = 9.19.12, 
where 2t = (a, C -2~) ,  and so we can choose prime ideals 13i (i = 1 . . . . .  r) and 
~j (j  = 1 . . . . .  s) such that 
(12) (ax + y~/-Z-~) = ~19.12c.~n., gcd(ax, by) = 1, 
where C. = ~fl . . .  ~ , ,  gl. = p71.,, pr  ~r . 
Let no be the least positive integer satisfying (12), then there exist integers xo and 
Yo such that 
(axo + yoga- -b )  = 9.19.12C.q3. n°. 
Suppose 130 ~< 1 and oto = 0. Let H be the least positive integer such that 
q3 H = (Xl + y l~~) ,  
where xl and yl are integers. By the construction of  q3. we know that gcd(xl, yl) = 
1. If (x, y, n) is a solution of  (2) belonging to the ideal class (C., q3.), then (x, y) 
satisfies (12). Write n = no + mH + H1, where 0 ~< H1 < H, m ~> 0. By (12), we 
get 
(13) (ax + yC'Z--~)= (axo + yo~-~)  (Xl + ylC'-Z--~)m~H. 1 •
It follows that q3./41 is a principal ideal of  OK, and so there exist integers x2 and y2 
such that 
(14) ax + y ~ = (axo + yo~/-Z-~ ) (xl + yl ~/Z~ )m (x2 + y2 -x/-Z~l  ), 
where g3ff 1 = (x2 + Y2~) -  By Lemma 2.1 we obtain that a2b2 I y2 (recall 
that gcd(ax, by) = 1), therefore ~3 H1 = (x 2 -~- y ~ ) ,  where Y'z is an integer with 
y2 = a2b2y~. From the definition of  H1 and H it follows that H1 = 0, whence n = 
no + mH. By (12) again we have 
(15) ax + yv/Z-~ = (axo + yo~/-Z~)(Xl -]- ylX/"~"~)m6, 
where e is a unit of  OK with N(e) = 1. We conclude from Lemma 2.1 and (15) that 
e = u + v~-Z--~ with u 2 + abv 2 = 1. 
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On the other hand, if  conditions (i) and (ii) of  the theorem hold, then 
(ax + y4-4 ) =  912c.q3.", (ax - = 91912C.V.", 
gcd(ax, by) = 1, 
and so (ax)2 + aby2= ack n. Therefore Eq. (2) has a solution (x, y ,n)  with 
gcd(x, y) = 1. 
Ifflo = 2 and oto = 0, then -albl - 5 (mod8) and 912 = 2 remains prime in OK. 
In exactly the same way as in the case flo <~ 1 and oto = 0, we get 
(16) (ax + y~/-Z-~) = 91912C.q3.n, gcd(ax, by) = 1, 
where a2 = 2, C. = ~1 ~1--- Os ~s, q3. = ~11.-. 13r a . 
Let no be the least positive integer satisfying (16). Then there exist integers xo 
and yo such that 
(a o + yo = 91 2C.q3. "°. 
Let H be the least positive integer such that 
q3ff = ( xl + yl~/Z-~ 
where xl and Yl are integers with xl -- yl (mod 2). The remaining proof proceeds 
in the same way as in the case flo ~< 1 and do = 0. 
Case (B): Ifoeo > 0 or rio ~> 3, then -albl --= 1 (modS) and 2J(ab, and so 2 splits 
in OK. Put co = c/4, (2) = PoPo = qoqo where Po = qo be the prime ideal in OK. 
By (2) 
(17) (ax+y~/-C-~)(ax-y~/-Z-~)=acokn.2 2 
One easily verifies that 
(( ax+y~v/-2~ ) (ax-y~'-C-~))=(a,/-2~)=91, 
gcd 2 ' 2 
where 91 = (a, 4%~) ,  and so we can choose prime ideals Pi (i = 1 . . . . .  r) and 
~j (j = 1 . . . . .  s) such that 
(18) (ax + y~/-Z-~ ) =91C*q3n*' gcd(ax'by)= 
---~ ~O~al  ^~r where C. = q02fl0-2~fllql • " .  i ris , ~3. ~'0 e l  " "" Pr  • Let  no be the  leas t  positive integer 
satisfying (18). Then there exist integers xo and yo such that 
( ax° + Y°x/-Z-~ ) = 
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Let H be the least positive integer such that 
q3H=(X lq -Y~) ,  
where xl and yl are integers with xl = yl (mod2). The remaining proof proceeds 
in the same way as in the case r0 ~< 1 and a0 = 0. [] 
Note. Note that C. and ~.  are the conjugate ideals of C. and q3., and so 
if (xo, yo, no) is a solution of (2) belonging to the ideal class (C., q3.), then 
(xo,-yo, no) is a solution of (2) belonging to the conjugate ideal class (C., q3.). 
Therefore if we do not consider the sign ofx and y, all solutions (x, y, n) of Eq. (2) 
can be put into at most 2 '°(e0k)- 1classes, where co (n) denotes the number of distinct 
prime divisors of n, since the number of ideal classes (C., q3.) is equal to 2 °~(cok). In 
particular, when we are only interested in positive integer solutions (x, y, n), then 
all solutions (x, y, n) of Eq. (2) can be put into at most 2 ~°(cok)-I classes. 
A binary quadratic primitive form is a polynomial 
(19) Q(x, y) = ax 2 4- bxy + cy 2, with a, b, c e Z, gcd(a, b, c) = 1. 
The discriminant of Q(x ,y )  is defined to be the number ct = b 2 -  4ac = 
d f  2 ( f  >1 1), where d is the corresponding field discriminant. Two forms Q(x, y) 
and Qt(x, y) = arx 2 + brxy + cry 2 are said to be (properly) equivalent, notation 
Q .~ Q', when they are equal under a transformation i  SL2(Z) of x and y, i.e., 
there exist A, B, C, D E Z such that 
(y )  (A B)  (x ' )  
Q(x ,y )=Q' (x ' ,y ' ) ,  = C y, , AD-BC=4-1 .  
The number of equivalence classes of forms with the same discriminant is called 
the class number of the binary quadratic form with discriminant d and we denote 
this number by h+(d). Denote by h(d) the class number of the field Q(4rd). Then 
we have 
Lemma 3.1 (Theorem 12.10.1 and Theorem 12.11.2 of [7]). 
S l -  I 1 -  p p , 
h+(d) 09 plf 
where 
1 i fd<O,  
CO = log e d 
otherwise, 
and ed and ed denote the fundamental solutions o f  the Pell equations X2 -- ~y2 = ] 
and x 2 - dy 2 = 1, respectively. 
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Lemma 3.2 (Theorem 16.13.3 of [7]). Let 11 be the fundamental unit o f  the f ield 
Q(d). Then 
h+(d) i fd<Oord>O andN(o)=- l ,  
h(d)= lh+(d)  otherwise. 
Suppose c ~ { 1, 2, 4} and 2 { k if c 6 { 1, 2}. Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 are immediate 
consequences of Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and the above Note. 
Corol lary 3.1. The solutions o f  equation 
(20) aX 2 d- bY 2 = ck z, gcd(ax, by) = 1, X, Y, z ~ Z 
can be put into at most 2 ~°(~)-1 classes such that in each class S there is a unique 
solution (XI, Y1, zl) with X1 > O, Y1 > 0 and zl is minimal among all the solutions 
of  S. I f  a = 1 or b = 1, and c ~ {1,4}, then zl divides h( -aabl )M(azb2) /w' ,  
where J is defined in Theorem 2.1, otherwise 2zl divides h ( -a lb l )M(azbz) /w ' .  
Moreover, every solution (X, Y, z) o f  (20) belonging to S can be expressed as 
(21) 
X~'a- q- Y~/-~ :___ )`1 (Xl.x/a --[- ),2 Y1 ~,/------b )t. Z = Zl t, r~ ~k 
where t >>. 1 & an integer. I f  ab = 3, then )`1 E {-1, 1, i, - i}  and )`2 6 {-1, 1}. I f  
c = 2, then t is odd. Further )`1 ~ {-1, 1}/ fb  5~ 1 or t is odd, and ),1 ~ {- i ,  i} i f  
b = 1 and t is even. I fab  = 3, then 
)`1 ~ {-1 ,  1 , - i , i ,  - -  1 + i.v~2 ' 1 + ivc32 ' 1 - iv/32 , -1  + ivY2 , -1  2 i~c3} "
Proof. We prove only the case ab ¢ {1, 3}, the proof of the case ab ~ {1, 3} is 
similar. Observe that if q3 is an ideal of Q(V~-b-1 ), then ~ h(-albl) is a principal 
ideal since h( -a lb l )  is the class number of the field Q ( ~  ). By Theorem 2.1 
we have the ideal equality 
(XI + Ya.~/--~ ) ~h(-albl)M(a2b2)/wt= (X 1 -~- Y1v/-'~'~) or 2 ' 
where in the latter case we have Xl ------ I"1 (mod2). 
If a = 1 or b = 1, and c = 1 or c = 4, then by the proof of Theorem 3.1, we 
have 929.12C, ~ (1), H I h( -a lb l )M(aaba) /o f .  Moreover, every solution (X, Y, z) of 
Eq. (20) belonging to the ideal class ~3, can be expressed as 
Z =nt  , X-I-Y~/~~ --)`1 ( xld-)`2Y1V/'-~-~t /I 
where t ~> 1 is an integer, )`1 ~ {-1, 1, i, - i}  and )`a ~ {-1, 1}. 
Now suppose that either a > 1 and b > 1, or c = 2. Then, by the proof of  
Theorem 3.1, ~9.12C, = (~/-a--c) is not a principal ideal and (929.12C.) 2 = (ca) ~ (1). 
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Let zl be the least positive integer such that 9.~2C.~ ]1 is a principal ideal. Then 
there exist integers Xa and I11 such that 
(aXt --I- Y1 ~- -a -b )  = ~2e.q3  zl • 
It follows that q3z, 1 is not a principal ideal of the field Q(~) .  Finally, we 
show that 2z1 I h(-a lbm)m(a2b2)/ J  =: Ho. Since ~3 H° ~ (1) i fz l  ¢ Ho, we obtain 
~9.12C.~3 gcd(zm'H°) ~-. (1) and gcd(zl, Ho) < zl, which contradicts he choice ofzl.  If 
2z1 ~ Ho, then gcd(Ho, 2zl) = Zl, and so q3z, 1~ (1), which is also impossible. Notice 
that 
~z., = (X ,v~+)~2Y14~ 
Hence Corollary 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.1 with no = z l and H = 2zl. [] 
Let epX and d /be  the exponents of the group Hp~ and H'/ respectively. By the 
argument of Section 2, we have 
-e  I divides pt-  l ( p _ ( ~ ) ) = pl-  l ( p _ ( ~ ) ) . (1) I fp  is odd, then ept 7 pt 
(2) I fp  = 2, then e2l divides 2l-1(2 - (~) ) .  
(3) I fp  = 2 and albl = -5  (mod8), then e21 divides 2t-1(2 - (=-~) )  = 3.2  l-1. 
It follows that 
~ ( l ( d ) )  
ml"  "mr [2azb2 1 P , 
I P 22  
where d = -aabl if -a lb l  ~ 1 (rood4) and d = -4albl  if -a lb l  ~ 2, 3 (mod4). 
Since mr~O)' [ mrmr-I when r > 1, it follows that ---y--- 
mr 1 d 
n 
pl2a2b2 
Remark. The above corollary is very similar to Lemma 1 of Bugeaud and Shorey 
[4], which was wrongly formulated by Le [8-11] in a series of papers when (a, b) = 
(1, 1), (1, 3) and (3, 1). Moreover, h(-albl)M(azb2)/o)t divides h+(-4ab) (of. 
h (-4ab) in the Bugeaud and Shorey paper [4]) and is in many cases actually much 
less than h+(-4ab).  So Corollary 3.1 is really an improvement of Lemma 1 of 
Bugeaud and Shorey [4] and of many related results of Le. 
Corollary 3.2. Let a, b, x, y be positive integers and gcd(ax, by) = 1. Assume that 
(22) ax 2 + by 2 = 4c n, 
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where c and n are positive integers uch that gcd(n, 2h( -a lb l )M (a2b2) = 1. Then 
there exist integers xl, Yl such that 
xvrd+2YV/-b_(xl~vFd~YlV/-b)n" 
Corollary 3.2 with a and b square-free plays a key role in Bilu [1], so Corollary 3.2 
is an extension of Bilu's corresponding result. Le's result (and afortiori Bugeaud's 
result) are false in the form they are formulated as pointed out by Bilu [ 1 ]. However, 
if we replace the condition gcd(n, 2h) = 1 by gcd(n, 2h(-albl)M(a2b2)) = 1, then 
all the main results of Le [10,11] and Theorems 1 and 2 of Bugeaud [3] are correct. 
For example, by making the mentioned changes in the proof of Theorem 1 of [3] 
we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let a and b be coprime positive integers with a = ala~, b = bib 2, 
albl square-free. The only solutions of the Diophantine quation 
ax2 + b2m-l = 4y n, x, yEZ +, n > 5 prime, 
with gcd(ax, by) = 1 and gcd(n, h( -a lb l )M (a2b2)) = 1 are given by 
(y,n) ~ {(2, 7), (2, 13), (3, 7), (4, 7), (5,7)}. 
Note. By simple computations, it is easy to get all the solutions of the equa- 
tion in Theorem 3.2. They are given by (a, b, m, x, y, n) = (1, 7, 2, 13, 2, 7), 
(1,7,1,181,2,13), (1,11,1,31,3,7), (13,3,1,71,4,7) and (1,19,1,559,5,7). 
By Lernma 3 of [4], there are infinitely many triples (a, b, y) for which the 
equation ax 2 + b = 4y n has a solution with n = 5. However, it is an unsolved 
problem to determine all (a, b, y) when n = 5, since it is hard to determine when 
5 ~ h (--al bl)M(a2b2). 
4. SOME DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
In this section we first present he technical Theorem 4.1, which extends and 
improves on the related results of Le [8]. Both the result and the proof given here 
are much simpler than Le's proofs [8]. Next using the result of the author [21] 
concerning the multiplicities of Lehmer sequences, we completely solve Eq. (4). 
Theorem 4.1. Put 
c/2, /f21 k or 8 I c, 
(23) Cl--- c/2/30 ' otherwise. 
(a) For any solution (x, y, n) of Eq. (2), let l be the unique rational integer 
satisfying 




(25) ax -- ± ly  (modcik). 
(b) For solutions from distinct classes the rational integers l are distinct. 
Proof. (a) It is known that I(OK/PAxC.~.)*I = ~o(clk), where 9(x) is Euler's 
totient function and other symbols have the same meaning as in Theorem 3.1, 
and {x I 0 < x < clk, gcd(x, clk) = 1} is a complete reduced residue system of 
(OK/PI2C.~.)*. It follows that there is a uniquely determined integer I such that 
l = ±q'-z-a-b (modC.q3.) and 0 < 1 <. c lk/2,  and so 12 -=- -ab  (mOdclk). Let 
(x, y, n) be a solution of(2) belonging to the ideal class (C., ~3.), then 
or 
(ax + y~/ -~b ) = ~P.~2~.9~ n , 
(ax - yv /7 -~ ) = 9.1~2C.~n.. 
It follows that 
axy -1 --= 4-~/7-~ (modC.g3.) - -t-I (modC.gl.). 
Hence ax - -+-ly (modclk). 
(b) Let (xi, Yl, nl) and (x2, y2, n2) be two solutions of(2) such that 
12 -- +ab (mod~2g.q3.), 
xi - +lyi (mOdclk) (i = 1, 2), 0 < l < clk/2.  
If the two solutions (xl, Yl, nl) and (x2, y2,n2) belong to two distinct classes, 
then there exist ideal classes C*I~*I and C.2N.2 such that C.iN.1 # C.2q3.2 and 
C*I~*I 5 & C.2ff3.2 and 
(26) (axl + y14~Z-~)= Pl~tzg.lg3.n~, (ax2 + yz~ZZ-h-b)= 9.1912C.2~.~. 
Hence there exist two distinct prime ideals Pi and pj lying over distinct rational 
primes pi and p j ,  such that 
Pi I gcd(C.l~3.1, C.2~.2) and pj I gcd(C.lg3.1, C.2~3.2). 




l ~ -t-.q/-~ (mod~2C.l~3.1) 
l ~ -4-~S-~ (modPA2Pi) and 
and l -= q -~ (modPd2C.2~13.2), 
l = T ~  (modg.12Pi), 
or  
(28) 1 -- ±~/Z-h--b (modPl2Pj) and l = qz~/-Z~ (mod2t2Pj). 
By (27) and (28) we have 21 - 0 (modPl2Pi) or 21 -= 0 (modg.12Pj). It follows that 
l --- 0 (modpi) or l =- 0 (modpj), which is impossible since gcd(l, clk) = 1 by 
(24). [] 
Remark. Le [9,13] did not prove Theorem 4.1(b). However, Le [13] used Theo- 
rem 4.1(b) to prove the main result of [13]. 
If  we know that some equations of the form (20) have two solutions (Xl, yl, nl) 
and (x2, y2, n2), then we can use the congruences (24) and (25) to check whether 
the two solutions belong to the same class. If they do, then we have (21), and so 
we can use some information on Lucas sequences, uch as the multiplicity or the 
primitive prime factors result of Bilu, Hanrot and Voutier [2]. We follow the above 
procedure to completely resolve some equations. To do so, we need still another 
lemma, which is an immediate consequence ofBilu, Hanrot and Voutier [2,19]. 
Definition 4.1. A Lucas pair (respectively a Lehmer pair) is a pair of algebraic 
integers uch that c~ + fi and oft (respectively (a+ fl)2 and oq~) are non-zero coprime 
rational integers and ot/fi is not a root of unity. For a given Lucas pair (or, fl), the 
corresponding Lucas numbers are defined as 
U n =Un(~ ,t~)-~- - -  
oln _ ~n 
(n =0,  1,2 . . . .  ). 
For a given Lehmer pair (or, fl), the corresponding Lehmer numbers are defined as 
otn fln if n is odd, 
i fn is even. 
Definition 4.2. Let (a, r )  be a Lucas (respectively Lehmer) pair. The prime 
number p is aprimitive divisor of the Lucas (respectively Lehmer) number Un (or, r) 
(respectively fin (or, t3)) if p divides un (or,/3) but does not divide (or - fl)2ul...Un_l 
(if p divides fin but does not divide (or - fl)2fl ... fn- t ,  respectively). 
The following result was obtained by Bilu, Hanrot and Voutier [2]. 
Theorem BHV. For n > 30 every nth Lucas and Lehmer number has a primitive 
divisor. Further, all Lucas and Lehmer numbers which do not have a primitive 
divisor are explicitly determined. 
For integers 5 < n ~ 30 Voutier [19] has given the complete list of Lucas and 
Lehmer numbers which do not have a primitive divisor. From Theorem BHV the 
complete list of Lucas and Lehmer numbers without primitive prime factors for 
n > 5 and a simple computation for n = 5, one can immediately derive Lemma 4.1. 
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Lemma 4.1 is a special case of Theorems 2, 3 and 4 of the author's paper [21]. 
We also refer to the proof of Theorem 2 of [4], which is a nice application of 
Theorem BHV. 
Lemma 4.1. For any a >~ 3, the equation 
x~/a-t- l+2~/-(3a q= 1)= 4_(~/a 4- 1 + ~/-(3a T 2  1) )n 
has no solution in integers x, n with n > 3. 
Let a be a integer with a ~> 3. Next we will consider the Diophantine quation 
(a i l )x2+3aT l=4a n, 2{n. 
By the same reasoning as in the author's paper [22], we get the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Every positive integer solution (u, z) of  the equation 
(29) (a 4, 1)u 2 - 4az 2 = -3a -4- 1 
can be represented by 
(30) uv/-(a4"l)+2z~v/-d=(uo (~-(~l)+2zo~c/-d)(2a4"l+2 a(a~d-~) m
where m ~ 0 and (uo, zo) is a solution of(29) satisfying 
1 ~< lu01 ~< 2zo ~< 3v~a~-- 1 
or  
~/ 1 W/(3~- 1)a 0<zoo< (3a-1) (a+l )  l uol~ <~+ 
a ' 
Lemma 4.3. Let (u, z) be a positive integer solution of (4) with z = a k and k >>. 1. 
Then zo = 1, uo = 4,1 and u - 4,1 (mod2a). 
Theorem 4.2. Eq. (4) has no positive integer solution (x, n) with n > 3. 
Proof. Let (x, n) be a solution of (4) with n > 3. Then (x, a (n-W2) is a solution 
of (29) with x = u, z = a k and k = ~ ~> 1. Notice that aX/Y  =- 4.u(a 4- 1) -= 
4,(a 4- 1) -= l (moda), and so by the definition of l, we get 1 = a ± 1 if 2 I a and 
l = 1 if 2 ~ a. Obviously (x, n) = (1, 1) is a solution of (4) with l = a 4. 1 if 2 [ 
a and l = 1 if 2 ~ a, so the two solutions belong to the same class. Notice that 
gcd(a 4- 1, -3a  4- 1,4a) = 1, 2 or 4. Therefore, by Corollary 3.t, we have 
xCa4.14 .~=4_  ( )n, 4- , / r£14 .  ,/-c--3a 4.1 
2 2 
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which is impossible by Lemma 4.1. [] 
Theorem 4.2 implies the following results. 
Corollary 4.1. The Diophantine quation 
(31) 
x 3 - 1 yn _ 1 
x-1  y -1  ' 
[x l> ly l> 1, n>3,  2{n 
has only the solutions (x, y, n) = (5, 2, 5), (90, 2, 13) and ( -7,  -2 ,  7). 
Proof. By (31) we have 
(y - 1)(2x - 1) 2 -~- (3y + 1) =4y n. 
Therefore the corollary follows from Theorem 4.2 and the well-known result of 
Nagell [17] concerning the equation x 2 + 2 = 7 n. [] 
Corollary 4.2. Eq. (31) with gcd(x, y) = 1 or y Ix  admits only the solutions 
(x, y, n) = (5, 2, 5), (90, 2, 13) and ( -7,  -2 ,  7). 
Proof. By (31), we have x -= -1  (mody) when gcd(x, y) = 1, and so 2x + 1 -= 
±1 (mody) when gcd(x, y) = 1 or y Ix. By (31) again, we have 
(y -  1 ) (2x-  1) 2 + (3y + 1) =4y  n. 
The remaining argument is similar to those of Theorem 4.2. [] 
Note. Corollary 4.1 implies the main result of the author's paper [22], whereas 
Corollary 4.2 extends the main result of Le [13]. 
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